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Here for the first time in one place is everything you will ever need to know in order to survive just

about any difficult or dangerous situation.Ã‚Â  Drawing from dozens of the U.S. ArmyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

official field manuals, editor Jay McCullough has culled a thousand pages of the most useful and

curious tidbits for the would-be soldier, historian, movie-maker, writer, or

survivalistÃ¢â‚¬â€•including techniques on first aid; survival in the hottest or coldest of climates;

finding or building life-saving shelters; surviving nuclear, biological, and chemical attacks; physical

and mental fitness, and how to find food and water anywhere, anytime. With hundreds of

photographs and illustrations showing everything from edible plants to rare skin diseases of the

jungle, every page reveals how useful Army knowledge can be.
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The U.S.is headquartered at the Pentagon in Arlington, Virginia, and authors,,,,,,,,,, and.is a writer

and editor specializing in the subjects of history and military history. He is the editor of;; and. He

lives in North Haven, Connecticut.

I purchased this book with the expectation of learning outdoor skills for a future hunting/camping

trip. I expected to learn skills that I would need for such a trip, but what I received was a book that

provided a heavy focus on unconventional warfare, sniper operations, the use of improvised



munitions, the use of weapons that are impractical and most likely illegal for the average person

such as grenades, artillery, and 50 cal. full automatic rifles. The book does offer a very small

amount of information on survival and medical emergency procedures, but not nearly as

comprehensive as I am certain can be found among other books. This book was not what I

expected and I will continue my search for other books that may provide outdoor skills that will be

useful when hunting and/or camping. Unless youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re into anarchy you will probably

not find this book very useful.

This book is excellent, the information contained is great for any amateur military enthusiast. Of

course if you look at it with your 'special forces lens' it may not live up to your expectations. The only

things I didn't quite like is that the book is really bulky, which is unavoidable so I'm not really

complaining. Also, the figures could be better drawn, but that's just being picky as they're perfectly

good to look at. You won't be disappointed with this book.Btw, you can read the full book online for

free (legally), just google FM_21-76. Though is better to read a real book IMHO.

This is a straightforward "What to do when you're on your own" survival guide. It would be most

applicable to hunters, wilderness campers, hikers and the like. This is not a "build a bunker, arm

and stock it" kind of guide. Everyone, though, would benefit from the first section which focuses on

the psychology of survival and planning. If you're like me, the rest is fun to browse and only useful in

the extremely unlikely possibility that you find yourself alone in hostile terrain.

WORTH IT!!!!

I have not read all of this book, however it is very in depth at almost 1000 pages it has hand to hand

fighting techniques it has some tracking info (not a whole lot of tracking info) it has shelter making,

fire making, defense ect WOW what a great book for anyone that is preparing for a survival

situation. GREAT BOOK!! I got mine from Paper_Tiger_Books and they are awesome for customer

service I recommend you get it from them.

One note on this book: it is NOT a pocket guide. I originally bought it to use as a reference book to

include in my bug out bag, but it's closer to an encyclopedia set than a pocket guide. That said it's a

well written, exhaustive resource that I've greatly enjoyed reading through. I got a different 'pocket

guide' and will use this a preparatory training guide!



Definite buy & best have for any Prepper's or survivalists library, it's loaded with tons of info, many I

won't need or use & many that I will, it's a huge sized book & thick, so it may not go in your Bug out

Bag, but I would suggest copying the parts you need & taking them in your bag, rather than the

whole big heavy book, but lots of reading, inside.

Lots of neat information in here. Fun for those who love the outdoors.
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